We tackle the problem of predicting the performance of MapReduce applications designing accurate progress indicators, which keep programmers informed on the percentage of completed computation time during the execution of a job. This is especially important in pay-as-you-go cloud environments, where slow jobs can be aborted in order to avoid excessive costs. Performance predictions can also serve as a building block for several profile-guided optimizations. By assuming that the running time depends linearly on the input size, state-of-the-art techniques can be seriously harmed by data skewness, load unbalancing, and straggling tasks. We thus design a novel profile-guided progress indicator, called NearestFit, that operates without the linear hypothesis assumption in a fully online way (i.e., without resorting to profile data collected from previous executions). NearestFit exploits a careful combination of nearest neighbor regression and statistical curve fitting techniques. Fine-grained profiles required by our theoretical progress model are approximated through space-and time-efficient data streaming algorithms. We implemented NearestFit on top of Hadoop 2.6.0. An extensive empirical assessment over the Amazon EC2 platform on a variety of benchmarks shows that its accuracy is very good, even when competitors incur nonnegligible errors and wide prediction fluctuations.
Introduction
The quest for processing extreme data on complex platforms in a programmer-accessible way has been key to the success of MapReduce [10] and of the entire Apache ecosystem centered around Hadoop [2] . MapReduce allows developers to expose parallelism in their applications by means of powerful high-level computing primitives (map and reduce functions), hiding complex low-level details of how a computation is actually mapped to the underlying distributed platform. Its runtime system automatically parallelizes the computation, making it possible to scale applications to large clusters of inexpensive commodity nodes. Since the introduction of MapReduce in 2004, there has been a proliferation of programming models and software frameworks for large-scale data analysis in response to diverse application requirements (e.g., iterative processing [12, 45] , streaming [36] , incremental computations [3] , SQL-like languages [37, 42] , and graph processing [32] ).
While big data systems have significantly improved software development at scale, they typically turn out to be a "black box" to programmers, who are still faced with many diverse and difficult issues when debugging and optimizing applications in cloud environments. For instance, when a user runs a MapReduce job that seems to take an abnormally long time, there is no easy way of pinpointing the reason for that behavior. Our own experience is confirmed by anecdotal evidence in many developers' forums, where programmers often ask for insights on unexpected performance behaviors.
Progress analysis. An important problem targeted by a variety of works in the last few years is to predict the performance of MapReduce applications designing accurate progress indicators (see, e.g., [34, 35, 43, 46] ). A progress indicator keeps programmers informed on the percentage of completed computation time during the execution of a job. This is especially important in pay-as-you-go cloud environments, where the user might want to identify slow jobs and possibly abort them in order to avoid excessive costs. Progress indicators can shed light into abnormal behaviors, helping programmers distinguish between slow or stalled computations and pinpointing algorithmic inefficiencies, programming errors, or load balancing issues. Progress analysis can also guide useful profile-driven optimizations, such as skew mitigation techniques [24, 25, 40] . We remark that Hadoop [2] comes with its own progress indicator.
A typical hypothesis in the design of progress indicators is that the running time depends linearly on the input size. For instance, the completion time of a task may be computed as the product between the size of the unprocessed data for that task and the average processing speed observed so far [35, 44] . This linear progress assumption can be a serious limitation in some applications, especially when the computational complexity of map/reduce functions grows more than linearly with respect to the input size. Such computations are not infrequent: computing the clustering coefficient -a useful task in social network analysis -is one such example [41] . Many recommendation systems for Web sites such as Yahoo! or LinkedIn are also more and more driven by computation-intensive analytics over massively distributed data. Large running times, combined with data skewness (e.g., power-law distributions in social networks) are responsible of the curse of the last reducer phenomenon [41] , where 99% of the computation terminates quickly, but the remaining 1% takes a disproportionately longer amount of time. The causes of stragglers, i.e., tasks that take much longer to complete than the other ones, have been recently investigated in [38] . Unfortunately, the wall-clock times of such slow running tasks are far from being well-predicted under the linear progress assumption. Another widespread practice is to compute progress by exploiting profile data collected from previous executions. This can be sometimes misleading due to variability in platform and application parameters and to datasets with quite diverse characteristics.
A motivating example. Figure 1 exemplifies some of the aforementioned issues. We run the NodeIterator triangle counting algorithm [41] , as implemented in [14] , on a web graph and a social network from the SNAP project [27] . The upper charts in Figure 1 show the behavior of different progress indicators, reporting the actual progress of the reduce phase on the x-axis vs. the estimated progress on the y-axis. State-of-the-art progress indicators (called Hadoop, JobRatio, and TaskRatio in Figure 1 ) incur nonnegligible errors and wide prediction fluctuations. For instance in comYoutube, after 4 minutes of execution (20% of the actual running time) the default Hadoop progress indicator estimates that roughly 70% of the computation is completed: the programmer will thus expect the execution to terminate in about 2 additional minutes, while the true wallclock time will be considerably larger (18 minutes). Prediction errors are mainly due to stragglers, whose presence is shown in the swimlanes plots at the bottom of Figure 1 .
Our contribution. Progress analysis issues exemplified by Figure 1 are the starting point for this paper. Our main contribution is the design and the implementation of a novel Figure 1 it almost matches the true progress (y = x trend line). In more details, as a first contribution we formalize a profileguided theoretical progress model based on a careful combination of nearest neighbor regression and statistical curve fitting (hence the name NearestFit). While nearest neighbor regression is very stable over time and yields accurate estimates, resorting to curve fitting is beneficial to perform extrapolations, i.e., to predict the running times beyond the range of the already observed executions. This is especially useful in the presence of data skewness and stragglers. In order to apply regression analysis techniques, we profile the map/reduce function invocations during the execution of the job, collecting a set of data points that relate the running time of each invocation to its observed input size. Such finegrained profiles are very large and difficult to manage in practice, possibly yielding considerable overhead. We make NearestFit practical through smoothing, space-efficient data structures, and data streaming algorithms, which enable quick and accurate approximations for some of the quantities used in our model. We implemented NearestFit on top of Hadoop 2.6.0 and performed an extensive empirical assessment on the Amazon EC2 platform, using benchmarks that expose different computational MapReduce patterns. The comparison with state-of-the-art progress indicators shows that:
• the accuracy of NearestFit is generally very good, even in the presence of data skewness and load unbalancing, which can seriously harm competitors;
• the orderly combination of nearest neighbor regression and curve fitting is crucial to get good progress estimates: none of the techniques alone achieves reasonable results;
• the use of space-efficient streaming data structures guarantees small space and time overheads, without affecting accuracy.
Anatomy of a MapReduce job
Map and reduce functions are executed inside map tasks and reduce tasks, respectively. Both of them work on data represented as key, value pairs. Job input and output pairs are stored on a distributed file system. The system runtime splits the job input into fixed-size chunks (e.g., 64MB each), spawning a map task per chunk. Depending on cluster capacity (i.e., number of worker nodes), multiple map tasks can be run in parallel. Each map task scans its input chunk, invoking the map function on each k, v pair. A map invocation can emit a list of intermediate k , v pairs. As soon as all chunk pairs have been processed, the map task starts a local shuffle phase, where intermediate pairs are sorted and partitioned among reduce tasks using a key hash partitioner. The same intermediate key k can be emitted by different map tasks, but ends up to be always assigned to the same reduce task. The partitioner is crucial to distribute the shuffle data to different reduce tasks so as to avoid data unbalancing issues. When all the local shuffle phases have terminated, MapReduce spawns reduce tasks in parallel (we assume no slow start). The number of reduce tasks is a user-defined parameter. Depending on cluster capacity (and similarly to map tasks), reduce tasks can be executed in a single wave (i.e., one task per worker, all tasks in parallel) or in multiple waves (i.e., more tasks sequentialized on the same worker). The swimlanes plots in Figure 1 show a multiple wave execution on the left and a single wave on the right.
Each reduce task starts with a local shuffle phase where k , v pairs produced by different map tasks are fetched and sorted based on k . Several key groups k ,V k are obtained by shuffling, where set V k contains all intermediate values associated with key k . A reduce function is then invoked for each key group k ,V k , producing output key, value pairs eventually stored in the distributed file system.
At a higher level, the execution of a MapReduce job is commonly split into three distinct phases, roughly corresponding to the executions of map functions, shuffling, and reduce functions. In practice, as discussed before, shuffling is performed by both map and reduce tasks. Throughout this paper we assume that the map phase includes the time elapsed from the beginning of the first map function to the termination of the last one. Local aggregators executed on map tasks are also covered by the map phase. Similarly, the reduce phase includes the time elapsed from the beginning Figure 2 . Map, shuffle, and reduce phases in a single wave scenario with two map tasks and two reduce tasks.
of the first reduce function to the termination of the last one. The time elapsed from the termination of last map function and the beginning of the first reduce function is part of the shuffle phase. We refer to Figure 2 for an example. According to our definition, during the shuffle phase the job performs exclusively shuffling operations (i.e., no map or reduce function executions).
The NearestFit progress indicator: theoretical model
In this section we describe the overall design of our progress indicator, called NearestFit. Similarly to previous works and according to Section 2, we break down the progress of a MapReduce job into three different phases (map, shuffle, and reduce), providing separate progress estimates for each of them. In the description we first focus on the reduce phase: this is typically the most computationally demanding phase -where data skewness and load unbalancing can amplify "curse of the last reducer" phenomena [41] -and also the most complex with respect to progress prediction. The size and characteristics of its input depend indeed on the selectivity of the map function, and thus on the output of the previous phases. For the sake of presentation, we initially consider the simplified scenario where there is a single wave of reduce tasks, i.e., all reduce tasks are immediately started after shuffling. In Section 3.6 we generalize our model by removing the single-wave assumption and by taking into account the map and shuffle phases.
Model overview
A bird's-eye view on our approach is shown in Figure 3 . When needed, we use symbol "∼" to distinguish between the estimate of a quantity computed by our algorithm and its exact value, typically unavailable at runtime. The progress of the reduce phase can be computed at any point in time during its execution. In practice, updates take place at discrete moments (every 60 seconds in our implementation), rather than continuously. We denote by progress(t) the progress estimated at time t, i.e., the percentage of elapsed time since the beginning of the phase. This is necessarily an estimate, as the wall-clock time of the reduce phase (which is required to compute the percentage) will be available only upon termination of the last reduce function, at which point the progress should be 100%.
As shown in Figure 3 , we compute progress(t) by estimating the ending time e(t) of the reduce phase. To this aim, we gather profile information at the task level, so as to p r o g r e s s ( t ) e ( t ) e ( t )
. . . Figure 3 . A bird's-eye view on NearestFit.
predict the ending time e i (t) for each reduce task i. We compute e i (t) by profiling the execution of the reduce functions run by task i and by combining the estimated running times f (|V k |) according to an approximate cost model f . With a slight abuse of notation, we will use |V k | to denote the size (in bytes) of the key group k,V k . We now describe each step in more detail. We will discuss in Section 4 profile gathering issues, describing when and which profile data are collected by NearestFit to estimate progress.
Estimating the reduce phase progress: progress(t)
The progress of the reduce phase is estimated at time t as the ratio between the time elapsed from the beginning of the phase until time t and the predicted duration of the phase:
where t start is the starting time of the reduce phase (i.e., the starting time of the first reduce function w.r.t. all reduce tasks) and e(t) is an estimate of its ending time. Since more and more profile data become available as the computation proceeds, the end time estimate is a function of t and will likely return different values when computed at different times. Under the single-wave assumption, e(t) can be obtained as the maximum of the predicted end times among all the reduce tasks, as also shown in Figure 4 :
The task end times e i (t) are also estimates, and can be either smaller or larger than the actual end times e i (t). This can lead to underestimating or overestimating e(t). In the former case, where e(t) < e(t) as in the example of Figure 4 , the estimated progress will be larger than the actual percentage of elapsed time, giving developers the temporary illusion that the computation proceeds faster than it is actually doing. The latter case is symmetric.
Predicting the ending time e i (t) for task i
The end time e i (t) of a reduce task i can be estimated as the sum of the past and of the remaining execution time of task i. We denote the latter amount with r i (t). The computation of r i (t), which is addressed in Section 3.4, exploits profile data collected from task i as described below. For each reduce task i, NearestFit collects a reduce profile: this is updated upon termination of each reduce function invocation in the task, i.e., as soon as a new key group has been fully processed. Profiles are periodically sent to the application master to update the progress estimate. Since we do not profile unfinished reduce executions, even blocking operators like sorting, that consume their input very fast before processing it and generating output, are correctly handled by NearestFit. Profile updates are unlikely to happen at the same time t at which we perform a prediction: in general, the prediction at time t will use profile data collected from task i at some previous time, which we call p i (t). More formally, p i (t) is the time of the most recent profile update for task i and satisfies the following properties:
• due to data skewness, a reduce task may be stalled executing the same reduce instance for a long time, in which case p i (t) might be much smaller than t;
• since different reduce tasks are executed in parallel without any kind of synchronization, reduce functions are likely to terminate at different times in different tasks:
The relation between quantities t, p i (t), e i (t), and r i (t) for two parallel tasks is shown in Figure 4 . Under the singlewave assumption, we can now estimate e i (t) as:
Notice that r i (t) implicitly depends on data collected at time p i (t). Distinguishing between the prediction time t and the last profile update time p i (t) implies that we can avoid speculating about the status of the reduce instance currently running at time t in task i, which might prove to be difficult. As a consequence, in Equation 3 we scale down from t to p i (t) the time passed since the beginning of the task, and absorb in r i (t) the time in-between p i (t) and t. Figure 4 gives a visual clue on the involved quantities.
Estimating the remaining time r i (t) for task i
Let K i be the set of keys assigned to a reduce task i (as we will see in Section 4, K i can be computed by profiling the map phase). At time t, K i can be conceptually partitioned into three subsets: fully processed keys (whose corresponding reduce instances have already terminated), untouched keys (whose corresponding reduce instances have yet to be started), and a single key that is currently being processed (whose corresponding reduce instance started at time p i (t) and has not yet terminated). We denote with K i (t) ⊆ K i the set of keys being processed or still untouched at time t (light gray and white rectangles in Figure 4 ). The exact remaining running time r i (t) for task i is now given by:
where f (k,V k ) is a cost model for the reduce running time, depending both on the input key k and on the input values V k .
Since the true cost model f is typically unknown, we need to estimate f (k,V k ). Our approach is to learn from past reduce executions of the current job (i.e., we operate in a fully online scenario and never resort to using profile data collected from other jobs): since we know exactly f (k,V k ) for each fully processed key k ∈ K i \ K i (t), we exploit this knowledge to predict the running time of the unprocessed keys in K i (t).
Guided by asymptotic analysis and by previous works on performance profiling (see, e.g., [8, 15] ), we assume that the running time of a reduce function depends on the input size, and not on the actual input values:
With this assumption, an estimate r i (t) for the remaining running time of task i can be obtained as:
where
, depending on the input size. In Section 3.5 we discuss how to compute f (|V k |).
Predicting the running time f (|V k |) of reduce functions
We use regression analysis to predict the running time of a reduce function on key group k,V k , using |V k | as independent variable. In particular, we combine two well-known techniques: δ -nearest neighbor regression and curve fitting. Nearest-neighbor regression. This is a kind of instancebased learning, where data is classified according to the training examples that are closest to the new point [28] . In our setting, the training examples are the fully processed keys k ∈ K i \ K i (t), for which the exact running time
Given an unprocessed key k ∈ K i (t), we can predict f (k,V k ) as follows. Let δ ≥ 0 be a constant and let
contains those keys k that are fully processed at time t and whose input size is δ -close to k (formally,
The approach we take is among the simplest ones and is to average the running times observed for the δ -neighborhood:
Nearest-neighbor regression is well-defined and yields an estimate for f (|V k |) only if N i (t, k) is non-empty. Different choices of δ yield different accuracy/applicability trade-offs of this technique. In some cases it may be necessary to perform significant extrapolations during the reduce phase, i.e., to predict the running times well-beyond the range of | | Figure 5 . Profile data used in the prediction of f (|V k |):
, and a curve fitting model. the already observed input sizes. This is typically the case in the presence of data skewness, where a few reduce instances get inputs much larger than the average input size: these straggling instances prominently affect the task ending time, but are likely to have an empty neighborhood.
Curve fitting. Statistical curve fitting addresses the construction of a mathematical model that has the best fit to a set of data points [6] . In our setting, the set D i (t) of data points used to build the model at time t has two dimensions, describing respectively input sizes and running times of terminated executions of the reduce function: Figure 5 shows the relation between D i (t) and the δ -neighborhood N i (t, k) of an unprocessed key k. As a fitting model, we use a + b · x c , which generalizes both power law and linear models (where a = 0 and c = 1, respectively). While this simple fitting model cannot fit functions such as n log n and does not take into account the effect of lower order terms in high degree polynomials, it has been shown in previous works [8, 15] that it works very well in practice: it can adequately capture important performance variations in different kinds of real-world benchmarks, effectively characterizing both linear and super-linear computations. Curve fitting yields a closed form expression that approximately describes the running time of a reduce function on input size |V k |, yielding clues to its growth rate. It predicts f (|V k |) as:
Curve fitting is quite appealing, but can be difficult to tune in practice due to data noise, often producing low-quality cost models (with small R 2 values). Moreover, it can be unstable when repeatedly used over time, as in progress analysis: even small changes in the model coefficients a, b, and c can unfortunately yield quite different predictions.
NearestFit: combining nearest neighbors with curve fitting. We observed that nearest-neighbor regression can be very accurate, but cannot be always applied. Conversely, curve fitting is potentially always applicable, but its accuracy crucially depends on the fitting quality. We therefore combined the two techniques so as to overcome their drawbacks while retaining their advantages. To predict f (|V k |), the reduce task i orderly considers the following steps: We try to predict according to step s ∈ [1, 4] if all steps < s failed. Notice that the first two steps use task-local information, while the latter ones exploit information gathered from all the other tasks. It may be the case that the δ -neighborhood N i (t, k) is empty and the model at step 2 has poor quality, due to data noise or an insufficient number of points collected in D i (t): in these cases we use information on tasks other than i. Our choice of prioritizing task-local information is backed up by the observation that supposedly equivalent instances rented from cloud providers can exhibit vastly different performance even in homogeneous clusters (see, e.g., [13] ). This approach resorts to curve fitting -and ultimately to global information gathered from other tasks -only in very rare cases. Dealing with these cases is however crucial for an accurate progress estimate, since they often correspond to the most time-demanding (and difficult to predict) executions.
Generalizations
Map phase. Akin to previous works [35, 44] , we observed that a linear prediction model in practice is good enough to estimate progress of the map phase. Stragglers are indeed unlikely during this phase: splits assigned to a map task have a limited size, and the input of each map function is simply a single key, value pair, instead of the possibly long list of values received by reduce functions. Hence, this is the choice in our implementation. Since combiners run in parallel with the map functions and operate on a limited amount of data, we do not explicitly predict their running time.
Shuffle phase. As observed in previous works [46] , the shuffling phase is application-independent and its performance can be safely estimated using only execution profiles collected on micro-benchmarks. Microbenchmark predictions need to be scaled proportionally to the amount of shuffle data, which can be obtained by profiling map tasks.
Removing the single-wave assumption. So far, we have assumed that all reduce tasks immediately start after shuffling, i.e., at time t start . In general, this is not true if the task parallelism available in the cluster is smaller than the number of reduce tasks. In order to consider multiple execution waves in our prediction model, we need to refine Equation 3, which estimates the ending time e i (t) of a reduce task i. At any time t, we distinguish between unscheduled and running tasks (the ending time for terminated tasks is already known). For running tasks, everything is estimated as in Section 3.3. However, before receiving the first profile from task i, we take care of initializing p i (t) to the task starting time (instead of t start ). For unscheduled tasks, we first estimate their remaining time r i (t), including the running time required for shuffling pairs (this is done similarly to the shuffle phase). Since local task information is not yet available, we exploit information collected from the other tasks, predicting running times according to points 3 and 4 of the combined approach described in Section 3.5 (in point 4, we choose the curve fitting model with the best quality R 2 ). Once r i (t) is available for all tasks, we simulate the scheduler to deduce the starting time for each unscheduled task. We thus obtain an estimate of p i (t). We remark that reasoning on the scheduler choices is standard in previous performance analysis papers (see, e.g., [18, 35, 43, 44] ), which typically assume a simple online greedy scheduling strategy as in this paper.
An operational view of NearestFit
To estimate progress, NearestFit needs to collect diverse information, combining coarse-and fine-grained profiles. In this section we discuss the orchestration of NearestFit profiling components, which work in different job phases and exploit both distributed and centralized computations. We remark that gathering fine-grained profile data can result in very large time and space overheads, being thus unfeasible in practice. For the time being we ignore this issue, which is deferred to Section 5, describing a simple-minded operational view of the theoretical model presented in Section 3.
Gathering profiles
NearestFit uses three different profiles: (1) map task profiles collected during the map phase by each map task; (2) a key distribution profile computed by the application master from the map task profiles; and (3) reduce task profiles collected during the reduce phase by each reduce task.
Map task profiles.
For each key k emitted by a map task j, k may be produced, associated with different values, by distinct map function invocations within task j. Let V k, j be the set of values associated with k by task j. The map task profile maintains all pairs (k, |V k, j |). The profile is sent to the application master upon termination of the map task.
Key distribution profile. For each key k emitted during the map phase, the application master is aware of which reduce task will be responsible of processing k. By reversing this information, it can therefore obtain the set K i of keys assigned to each reduce task i. For each k ∈ K i , we also need to know the size |V k | of its key group in order to compute r i (t) as in Equation 5 . |V k |, however, is unknown before fetching and merging the sets V k, j stored in the local file systems of each map worker j. The map task profiles are thus put to use to compute |V k | as the sum, over all map tasks j, of |V k, j |. Overall, the key distribution profile will contain, for each reduce task i, all the keys k ∈ K i along with their value sizes |V k |. Reduce task profiles. Reduce task profiles are collected as described in Section 3.3. Profile data gathered at time p i (t) contain information on the reduce function execution just completed in reduce task i. If k,V k is the key group processed by that reduce function, the profile reports the key k, the input size |V k |, and the running time f (k,V k ).
Application master data structures
During the reduce phase, for each reduce task i the application master maintains:
• the last reduce profile update time p i (t) -see Section 3.3;
• the set of unprocessed keys K i (t) -see Section 3.4;
• the past executions data points D i (t) -see Section 3.5.
At time t start , we have K i (t) = K i , p i (t) = t start , and D i (t) = / 0. K i is obtained from the key distribution profile. When the reduce function for key group k,V k terminates at task i, the application master updates p i (t) to the termination time, removes k from K i (t), and adds a new point
Updating progress estimates
At any time t, the progress indicator can be brought up to date by first computing f (|V k |) for each unprocessed key k as follows. The curve fitting model parameters of each reduce task are updated using sets D i (t). Moreover, the δ -neighborhood N i (t, k) of keys k ∈ K i (t) is obtained from |V k | and D i (t) (see Figure 5 ) and Equation 6 is used if the δ -neighborhood is non-empty. Once estimates f (|V k |) are available, the progress can be determined according to Equations 5, 3, 2, and 1.
Making NearestFit practical
As observed in Section 4, we need to minimize the amount of profile data that percolates through the framework -and ultimately through the network -both for time and for space efficiency reasons. In practice, we cannot afford to collect on worker nodes fine-grained profiles that are later processed by the application master in a centralized way. The key insight to solve this issue is to get rid of keys in our profiles. As shown by Equation 5 , only input sizes |V k | are needed to predict the remaining times: keys are not used except for defining the terms of the sum, which iterates over k ∈ K i (t). In this section we show that we can avoid to maintain K i (t) explicitly, revisiting the operational view of NearestFit presented in Section 4. Getting rid of keys presents challenges at different points, but also offers several benefits: the set of distinct keys in a MapReduce job is typically huge, while the set of distinct input sizes is much smaller and tractable (many key groups have similar, if not identical sizes, and can be aggregated). For instance, in graph computations a distinct key is often associated with each graph node and the node neighbors are received by the reduce functions: since many nodes have the same degree, this yields many key groups of rather similar sizes.
Gathering key-independent profiles
Map task profiles. In our model, a map task j splits its emitted keys into two logical categories: explicit and implicit keys. We recall that V k, j is the set of values associated with key k by task j. Pairs (k, |V k, j |) are maintained in the profile only for explicit keys, whose number is fixed to a constant λ (in our implementation λ = 2000). Explicit keys are the λ keys with the largest sizes |V k, j |. This set can be obtained at the end of the local shuffle phase of a map task by maintaining a heap data structure throughout its execution. Intuitively, we focus on explicit keys because large numbers of values can result in high reduce running times. Slow reduce instances, in turn, have non-negligible effects on the job progress.
The remaining (implicit) keys are not reported in the map task profile, except for aggregate values. Let K i, j be the set of keys emitted by map task j and assigned to reduce task i, and let E i, j be the maximal subset of K i, j containing only explicit keys. Then, for each reduce task i, the map task profile contains the pair:
This gives the number of implicit keys emitted by map task j and assigned to reduce task i and their total size.
Key distribution profile.
Since we no longer have information on all keys, we cannot compute K i explicitly. We operate differently on explicit and implicit keys. For implicit keys assigned to reduce task i, we can compute their total size by summing up the values ∑ |V k, j | received by all map tasks j. However, we cannot know their number, since summing up the numbers |K i, j | − |E i, j | received by map tasks j yields a very inaccurate upper bound: some of the map tasks might emit the same key, that would be counted more than once in the sum. We will later show how to get a safe estimate using information collected during the reduce phase (see Section 5.3).
We now consider explicit keys received by reduce task i. For each k ∈ E i, j , we know from the map task profiles its number of values |V k, j | emitted by map task j. We thus estimate:
This is not the exact value size of key k: |V k | ≤ |V k | since the same key can be explicit in a map task j and implicit in a different map task. Map tasks for which k is implicit do not contribute to the sum. However, in the presence of data skewness, we expect |V k | to be large with respect to the majority of value sizes of other keys, and therefore it is likely that |V k | |V k |. To bound memory consumption of the application master, we introduce an additional approximation when computing the sum in Equation 10 . The master must merge the explicit keys emitted by all map tasks in order to estimate |V k | according to Equation 10 . Although the number λ of explicit keys emitted by each map task is bounded, a large number of map tasks might yield a prohibitively large set of explicit keys on the master side. For instance, if there are 50000 map tasks and each of them emits 2000 explicit keys, the master would receive one million pairs. To overcome this issue, we aggregate the sizes of the smallest explicit keys in the union set, making them implicit. This is done through a space-efficient algorithm that maintains frequent items over data streams [33] , where the sets of explicit keys received from each map task are regarded as streams. The Space Saving algorithm [33] processes streams on-thefly and returns the heaviest keys -as well as an estimate of their sizes -with very high accuracy. Although key aggregation does not save the bandwidth cost of sending keys to the master, this data-streaming approach allows us to bound the memory usage of the application master.
Reduce task profiles. Reduce task profiles are computed as described in Section 4.1, but omitting the input key: for each key group k,V k processed by a reduce function, the profile reports only |V k | and the running time required to process the group. In order to bound the amount of profile data sent to the application master and to reduce data noise, which could harm curve fitting algorithms, we use smoothing to combine information about similar executions: we aggregate data points of D i (t) by merging past executions of reduce functions with the same input size and whose running times differ by at most 500 ns.
Application master data structures
With respect to the data structures used in Section 4.2, we can no longer maintain the set K i (t) of keys not yet processed by reduce task i at time t. Indeed, K i (t) was initialised to K i , which is now unknown to the application master except for explicit keys. Instead of K i (t), at time t we now maintain:
• a set S i (t) of approximate sizes of key groups associated with unprocessed explicit keys; • the total size s(t) of key groups associated with unprocessed implicit keys.
Both S i (t) and s(t) can be initialised with information available in the map distribution profile (recall that the approximate sizes of explicit keys have been computed in Equation 10). When the reduce function for key group k,V k terminates at reduce task i, the application master receives (|V k |, f (k,V k )) in the reduce task profiles. S i (t) and s(t) are updated as follows:
D i (t) and p i (t) can be updated as before (see Section 4.2).
We remark that all the data structures of the application master are now independent of keys, and use only the sizes of the key groups.
Updating progress estimates
We now discuss how to update the progress indicator using the data structures described in Section 5.2. The main issue is to compute the remaining time of each reduce task i: Equation 5 iterates over the set K i (t) of unprocessed keys, which is however no longer available. This issue can be naturally solved for explicit keys, whose approximate sizes are explicitly maintained in S i (t). The remaining time for explicit keys can be computed as:
where f is obtained as before either via nearest-neighbor regression or via statistical curve fitting.
Computing the remaining time for implicit keys is more challenging, since we know only their total size s(t). Computing the average size for implicit keys turns out to be impossible, as the number of implicit keys is unknown (see Section 5.1). With no information on individual sizes |V k | and on the number of distinct implicit keys assigned to a reduce task, we cannot decide which and even how many terms contribute to the summation given by Equation 5 . We approximate the missing information by learning the key size distribution during the execution of reduce functions. Namely, we maintain an approximate histogram of the most frequent sizes encountered during the reduce phase and we partition s(t) based on this distribution. In this way we obtain estimates of the number of implicit keys and of their sizes, which we plug in Equation 5 to obtain the remaining time for implicit keys.
Experimental setup

State-of-the-art progress indicators.
NearestFit was compared against three different progress indicators, called Hadoop, JobRatio, and TaskRatio. Hadoop is the default progress indicator [2] : progress is given by the average progress of the reduce tasks. The progress of each task is the percentage of shuffle data read by the task itself. The overhead of this progress indicator is negligible since it requires coarse-grained profiling data. JobRatio and TaskRatio exploit techniques presented in previous works [35, 44] . The main idea is to compute an average execution speed α(t): α(t) is obtained dividing the execution time by the amount of processed input data, considering information collected either across all the reduce tasks (JobRatio) or in each specific task (TaskRatio). An exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) can be applied to α(t) in order to smooth fast variations over time [35] . The remaining time r i (t) for reduce task i linearly depends on α(t) and the amount of unprocessed shuffle data. Differently from our approach, two-length path generation in a graph Θ(n 2 ) 6 TriangleCount triangle counting in a graph Θ(n) 6 NaturalJoin natural join R S between relations R and S Θ(n R · n S ) 5 MatMult-Opt sparse matrix multiplication using an adaptive partitioner MatMult-Rnd sparse matrix multiplication using a random partitioner
sparse matrix multiplication using an unbalanced partitioner Table 1 . A summary of the benchmarks considered in our experimental evaluation.
JobRatio and TaskRatio can be efficiently implemented by collecting aggregate profile data at the task level.
Benchmarks. We have chosen a variety of realistic benchmarks exposing different computational patterns typical of MapReduce applications. Their main features are summarized in Table 1 . WordCount and Inverted-Index are well-known examples. WordCount-NC is a variant with combiners disabled. InvertedIndex is taken from the PumaBenchmark suite [1] . Our experiments revealed that the reduce function has quadratic worst-case running time: this is due to a sub-optimal choice of data structures for duplicate detection. As input datasets we used a 50GB archive of Wikipedia articles, arbitrarily partitioned into either 5000 large documents or 50000 small documents. 2PathGenerator generates paths of length two in a graph. Our code is taken from [14] . Reduce functions emit a quadratic number of length-2 paths centered at a given node. TriangleCount implements round 2 of the NodeIterator algorithm described in [41] . Its reduce function requires linear time. We tested 2PathGenerator and TriangleCount on six different social networks and web graphs taken from the Stanford Network Analysis Project [27] .
NaturalJoin is an unoptimized implementation of the natural join operator between two relations R and S [28] . Its reduce function computes the Cartesian product between input tuples associated with same key in time Θ(n R (k) · n S (k)), where n R (k) and n S (k) is the number of tuples with key k in relations R and S, respectively. We tested NaturalJoin on five different datasets. The first three data sets are such that S is not skewed while R follows a Zipf distribution [39] : n S (k) = Θ(1) in these cases, and the reduce running time becomes Θ(n R (k)), i.e., linear. In the last two data sets both R and S follow a Zipf distribution, with different skewness levels, and the running time remains superlinear.
MatMult is a blocked matrix multiplication algorithm implemented in a MapReduce library for sparse matrix computations [5] . The reduce function multiplies two blocks in time Θ(n 3 · d · d ), where n is the block side, and d and d are the block densities. We considered three variants: keys are partitioned optimally (MatMult-Opt, which uses the default library partitioner), randomly (MatMult-Rnd), or unfairly (MatMult-Unbal, which assigns the most computationally demanding block products to a single reduce task). We have tested each variant on two input datasets: either matrix items are uniformly distributed or some blocks are denser than others, according to an exponential distribution.
Metrics. We assessed prediction accuracy, slowdown (comparing executions under NearestFit with native running times), and space overhead of NearestFit. Progress accuracy is obtained by computing the absolute percentage error between the estimated and the true progress:
Let T be the set of prediction times, i.e., times at which progress is updated. Then the mean error is computed as (∑ t∈T error(t)) /|T |. Let |map profile| and |reduce profile| be the cumulative sizes for profiles collected among all map tasks and all reduce tasks, respectively. To evaluate space overhead, we compare the amount |map profile| + |reduce profile| with the shuffle data size:
Platform and Hadoop configuration. The experiments have been carried out on three different Amazon EC2 clusters, running a customized release of Hadoop 2.6.0. Besides a node for resource managers, the three clusters included 8, 16, and 32 workers devoted to both Hadoop tasks and the HDFS. We used Amazon EC2 m1.xlarge instances, each providing 4 virtual cores, 15 GiB of main memory, and 840 GiB of secondary storage. Among several Hadoop runtime parameters, the number R of reduce tasks plays a crucial role during the execution of a job. Based on the official Hadoop documentation [2] , we have considered two execution scenarios: single-wave (setting R to 7, 15, and 31 on the three clusters), and multiple-waves, setting R to two times the cluster parallelism (i.e., 14, 30, and 62, respectively).
Model parameter tuning. We adopted λ = 2000, δ = 0.05 · |V k |, and a streaming data structure maintaining at most 70000 explicit keys (less than 64MB of memory usage). Predictions take place every 60 seconds: in our tests, extremely short periods (e.g., a few seconds) resulted in large overheads and led to errors in the first predictions. For large clusters (e.g., a few hundreds of nodes), both λ and the number of explicit keys maintained by the master should be customized based on the maximum amount of Table 2 . Accuracy of progress indicators with 8 workers and single wave execution.
network bandwidth and on memory constraints. The prediction frequency could be also decreased in order to reduce the runtime overhead.
Experimental evaluation
In this section we discuss the outcome of an extensive empirical evaluation, which required roughly 500 cluster hours over the EC2 platform. The description focuses on the reduce phase. As observed in Section 3.6, we used a linear model in the map phase and results across all benchmarks consistently proved to be very accurate.
Progress indicator accuracy
We start by analyzing the accuracy of NearestFit and of the progress indicators described in Section 6. The main outcome of our analysis is summarized in Table 2 , which reports the mean absolute percentage error across all benchmarks and data sets, computed on the smallest cluster. The arithmetic mean of the errors is shown on the last line, and gives a clear clue on the accuracy of the different indicators. The scenario is quite interesting and diversified if we examine each specific benchmark. NearestFit is especially good at predicting progress for high time complexity and high skewness. The emblematic example is 2PathGenerator, where both Hadoop and Ratio exhibit rather poor accuracy. For this benchmark we observed that the maximum error of JobRatio (not reported in Table 2 ) can be as large as 92%. And there is not just a single wrong prediction across each execution, but estimates appear to be repeatedly incorrect, as proved by the high values of the average error. TaskRatio seems better, though the two approaches overall are quite similar. On benchmarks for which reduce functions are less computationally demanding (linear time), both NearestFit and Ratio are accurate: the latter can be better (see, e.g., TriangleCount on datasets asSkitter or locGowalla), but the error of NearestFit is always very reasonable. The peak on locGowalla is due to the fact that the execution time is quite short: the reduce phase takes less than 4 minutes. This confirms that NearestFit requires a warmup time for properly training its prediction model and is thus best tailored to long-running jobs. The different behavior of Ratio on the quadratic and linear benchmarks (2PathGenerator and TriangleCount) is exemplified by Figure 6 , which shows the progress plots obtained for dataset asSkitter. It is worth noticing that not only the error of Ratio is significant on benchmark 2PathGenerator, but there are also wide prediction fluctuations, ranging from underestimates to large overestimates.
The Hadoop progress indicator is instead mainly affected by load balancing issues between tasks. E.g., the comparison of errors achieved on benchmarks MM-Opt and MM-Unb in Table 2 reveals that Hadoop predictions are very poor with the unbalanced partitioner. This is because the progress of short tasks becomes quickly 100% (short tasks complete early), yielding a large average progress for the entire phase.
The error of Hadoop increases on larger clusters, where the impact of the many short tasks on progress analysis becomes more and more noticeable. This is confirmed by Figure 7 , which plots the mean of the average errors across all benchmarks and datasets on three different clusters. Ratio and NearestFit are only slightly affected by larger degrees of parallelism, and the results of Table 2 are confirmed on all clusters, both for single and for multiple waves executions.
Slowdown and space overhead
As shown in Figure 8a , the overhead of NearestFit w.r.t. the wall-clock time of native executions ranges from 0.4% to 2%, depending on cluster size and number of reducers (single/multiple waves). The slowdown slightly increases on the larger clusters: native executions can be shorter whereas the collected profile data stays the same.
We now focus on the profile size, which determines communication costs. As shown in Figure 8b , the space overhead is negligible and independent of the cluster size. The space usage is small because on the map side information on implicit keys is aggregated and on the reduce side we use smoothing (see Section 5.1). Cluster independence follows from the observation that the number of map tasks depends only on the job input size. The number of reduce tasks, on the other side, changes on different clusters, but the number of spawned reduce functions is exactly the same: small -unpredictable -variabilities of the size of reduce task profiles are due to different scheduling strategies. We also analyzed the memory peak on worker nodes and on the application master. We omit detailed results since it turned out not to be a bottleneck. Memory usage in our implementation is indeed limited by fixed constants: λ on the worker side, and space-efficient streaming data structures on the master side.
Time/space/accuracy tradeoffs
In Section 5 we introduced a distinction between implicit and explicit keys and we observed that this is crucial to make NearestFit practical. We briefly back up this observation with experimental data. Figure 9 considers the 2PathGenerator and TriangleCount benchmarks on the comYoutube dataset. We run NearestFit by exponentially increasing the number λ of explicit keys (in all the experiments discussed so far λ = 2000). When increasing λ , we also change the size of the streaming data structure used by the application master to merge explicit keys: this is set to 35λ , which is much smaller than the total number of explicit keys collected across all the 410 map tasks of comYoutube. Figure 9a shows that accuracy does not benefit of larger values of λ : the variations are relatively small (less than 2%) and the average error is rather stable. This result also suggests that our heuristic for estimating the size and the number of implicit keys is quite accurate. Intuitively, in the presence of data skewness, as in 2PathGenerator, stragglers dominate the running time, and implicit keys are not very relevant to obtain accurate predictions. On the other side, if there is no significant skewness, as in TriangleCount, all keys will be similar and just considering a few of them explicitly is enough to obtain accurate estimates for all the remaining ones.
As shown in Figure 9b , the largest λ values yield a steep increase of the running times, due to garbage collection and communication costs. Space usage is also harmed by λ (see Figure 9c) , since map task profiles become larger as λ increases. On the 2PathGenerator, the overhead flattens at λ = 2 8 × 1000 since the number of distinct keys is smaller than this value. Figure 8 . Average slowdown and space overhead for executions with single and multiples waves of reduce tasks.
Nearest neighbor regression vs. curve fitting
As a final experiment, we analyzed the interplay between nearest neighbor regression and curve fitting. Using Equation 5 on the longest task, we computed the percentage of r i (t) obtained using curve fitting, i.e., using the f defined in Equation 8 . In 2PathGenerator on webStanford, more than 75% of the predicted time is always due to curve fitting, while the percentage is negligible -even zero -for TriangleCount, where all keys are very small and similar. We thus evaluated the accuracy of a variant of NearestFit that is restricted to use only curve fitting (called Fit in Figure 10 ). As expected, whenever there is no significant skewness and reduce executions are all very short, the accuracy of Fit can be very poor, as in Figure 10b . Hence, the orderly combination of the two techniques appears to be crucial to obtain good progress estimates.
Related work
Several works have targeted the problem of analyzing the behavior of MapReduce applications, including HiTune [9] and PerfXplain [22] . Self-tuning systems, e.g., Starfish [19] , help users understand and optimize many configuration parameters of Hadoop. With respect to our work, these papers target different goals and an extension to performance prediction in skewed scenarios seems not straightforward. A different line of research has addressed the problem of performance prediction in the context of MapReducestyle applications. Parallax [35] is a progress indicator for MapReduce pipelines based on a linear prediction model similar to JobRatio. It can use job profiles collected on past executions. ParaTimer [34] extends Parallax towards workflows characterized by complex DAGs: it can predict the progress of parallel queries by analyzing the critical path in the computation. ARIA [43] is a framework for automatically allocating the proper amount of cluster resources in order to complete a job within a certain (soft) time deadline. Exploiting job profiles collected on past executions, the linear performance model proposed by ARIA determines the task parallelism sufficient to meet the deadline. As shown in this paper, none of these works is able to predict accurately the running time of MapReduce applications in presence of both data skewness and super-linear reduce functions.
Uneven data distribution is one of the main reasons for straggler tasks in MapReduce jobs. Several works [11, 16, 25, 26] have approached the challenge of detecting stragglers and splitting them as soon as possible in order to reduce the job completion time. Akin to this paper, [16] considers the problem of super-linear reduce implementations alongside data skewness, but requires a user-defined cost model for predicting the reduce running time. Moreover, |V k | is not collected explicitly, but is estimated as an average among the sizes of all the key groups assigned to the reduce task. Though efficient, this could be rather inaccurate and has been recently improved in [17] , which still requires userdefined cost models. Load balancing for reduce tasks is also addressed in [26, 40] , where map outputs are sampled and the heaviest keys are detected: this is similar to our notion of explicit keys, but we avoid sampling thanks to the use of streaming data structures. Running time prediction of long-running SQL operators has been addressed by many papers. The GetNext() model [7] estimates the query progress as the percentage of processed tuples. Similarly, [31] defines progress as the percentage of processed bytes. [29] has made a step further by removing the assumption that different pipelines within the same query have the same execution speed. Although none of these techniques specifically tackles the problem of data skewness in the context of parallel databases, they are able to predict the running time of queries composed of multiple pipelines by exploiting semantic information about SQL operators. Nevertheless, [30] has recognized data skewness as one of the main challenges that should be addressed by a progress indicator.
Cardinality estimation and data distribution analysis have been also subject of extensive research in the context of DBMS systems. Histograms [20] are widely adopted for collecting statistics about data distributions [21] and optimizing query executions [4, 23] . In contrast to DBMS, the MapReduce input datasets are unstructured and potentially unknown to the framework before the actual execution.
Concluding remarks
The NearestFit progress indicator targets accuracy of progress predictions for MapReduce jobs in the presence of data skewness and super-linear computations. NearestFit hinges upon two simple machine learning techniques, whose combination proves to be rather effective in practice. We believe that its good accuracy could be beneficial for pursuing sophisticated profile-guided optimizations in different settings. Some assumptions can however hinder the precision of NearestFit. First, the model embraces a view where performance is regarded as a function of the input size [8, 15] : in some applications, different input values with similar sizes might instead yield rather different processing times. Insufficient or uninformative profiles could also undermine our approach: e.g., if a job is too short, we might be unable to collect enough profiling data to obtain an accurate prediction. Moreover, in the multiple wave scenario we exploit profiles of terminated/running tasks to predict the behavior of future tasks: it may happen that future tasks behave differently from past tasks, even within the same job, resulting in inaccurate predictions. Randomized scheduling could limit these worst-case scenarios, though a general solution seems quite challenging without using any semantic information on the operators involved in a computation. Some practically relevant aspects that are not addressed in this paper are cluster heterogeneity, task failures, and cluster load. While we did not evaluate our approach in heterogeneous clusters, a guiding design principle of NearestFit is to exploit as much as possible task-specific information (points 1 and 2 in Section 3.5): global information, which should take into account the characteristics of different nodes, is used only as failsafe strategy (points 3 and 4). With respect to task failures, different progress predictions (e.g., best case vs. worst case) could be returned to assess the impact of different failure scenarios on the job progress. Similar to previous works, we also assume fixed parallelism, i.e., the cluster provides the application with a fixed number of task slots. This might be unrealistic in a variety of execution scenarios and could be addressed by improving the schedule simulator. As a future work, we plan to extend our implementation towards these directions.
A more challenging research problem is to apply nonlinear performance models to predict the overall progress of pipelines of jobs and workflows characterized by complex DAGs (such as those produced by Pig [37] ).
